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Graun – Easter Oratorio (Willеns) [2013]

  

     1 Part I: Siehe, es hat uberwunden der Lowe (Chorus) 4:30    2  Part I: Accompagnato: O
susser Ostertrost (Alto) 1:16    3  Part I: Jesum suchen und nicht finden (Alto) 6:57    4  Part I:
Recitative: Doch, wie der Heiland des Verlorne suchte (Tenor) 0:35    5  Part I: Zerstreute
Schafe, sammelt euch (Tenor)  4:14  6 Part I: Recitative: Lebt Jesus, was ist man betrubt (Bass)
 0:57    7  Part I: Seele, freue dich mit Zittern (Bass) 5:25    8  Part I: Erstanden ist der heil'ge
Christ (Chorus)  1:01    9  Part II: Selig sind, die nicht sehen und doch glauben (Chorus) 3:08   
10  Part II: Recitative: Ich sehe dich zwar nicht, mein Jesu, so (Alto)  0:54    11  Part II: Mein
herz singt dir jetzt Freudenlieder (Alto) 5:33    12  Part II: Recitative: Zwar wollen alle meine
Seelenfeinde (Bass) 0:57    13  Part II: Trotzet, ihre Feinde, vereinigt zusammen (Bass)  4:55   
14  Part II: Tod, Sund, Teufel, Leben und Gnad (Chorus) 0:37    15  Part II: Jesus ist erstanden
(Chorus) 0:44    16  Part II: Sagt's den Jungern, saget's allen (Tenor)  3:42    17  Part II:
Accompagnato: O grossr Holl- und Todesuberwinder (Bass) 0:51    18  Part II: Die Menschen
haben beigetragen (Bass)  3:56    19  Part II: Accompagnato: Wir wollen aber jetzt zum leeren
Grabe gehen (Soprano) 1:13   20  Part II: O seliger Wandel, wo Jesus mitwandelt (Soprano)
4:51    21  Part II: Trost' auch andere fromme Seelen (Chorus) 0:52    22  Part III: Der Herr ist
wahrhaftig auferstanden (Chorus)  1:38    23  Part III: Accompagnato: Zuletzt, o Jesu lass
deiner Auferstehung Wahrheit (Tenor) 1:18   24  Part III: Ach, mein Jesu! ach bleib bei uns
(Soprano, Tenor) 3:00    25  Part III: Recitative: Indessen wollen wir dein Siegesfest (Tenor) 
0:19    26  Part III: Schlusschoral: Nun singet all' zu dieser Frist (Choral) 0:33    Nina
Koufochristou - soprano  Dagmar Saskova - contralto  Jan Kobow - tenor  Andreas Wolf - bass 
Kölner Akademie  Michael Alexander Willens – conductor    

 

  

Carl Heinrich Graun (1703-57) is best known for a number of operas written late in his career
when he was court composer to Frederick the Great of Prussia. His Easter Oratorio, however,
dates from his time (1725-33) as assistant kapellmeister in Brunswick, beyond this, we know
little about its genesis. Like Bach's Christmas Oratorio, it's a sequence of cantatas intended for
liturgical use over successive days. The celebratory attractiveness of much of the music is
offset by an antisemitic passage in the text of the third cantata, which renders it suspect.
Arduous vocal writing, both solo and choral, suggests that Graun had impressive singers at his
disposal. The challenges are variably met here: tenor Jan Kobow is at his limits in places,
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though there's a particularly fine contribution from bass-baritone Andreas Wolf. The choral
singing is notably beautiful. --- Tim Ashley, theguardian.com

  

 

  

Carl Heinrich Graun lived from 1703 to 1759 and worked in the Prussian court at Berlin. After
his death he was chiefly remembered for his Passion Cantata, Der Tod Jesu, GraunWV B:VII:5
(Hyperion CDA67466). The reception of that work, fine though it is, has overshadowed the
composer's other choral and instrumental output.

  

Now here's a splendid performance (the only one in the current catalog) on cpo from the Kölner
Akademie and four excellent soloists under Michael Alexander Willens of Graun's
Osteroratorium (Easter Oratorio)… GraunWV Bv:IX:21, 20, 16, 10 which could well revive
interest in a late Baroque composer who wrote in a distinctive and eminently "solid" idiom. Not
that it wasn't also imaginative and full of invention in its own right. It was – and this performance
makes the most of its individuality and strengths.

  

This Easter Oratorio is just over an hour in length. It's divided into four parts, which were
intended for performance on the three successive days of Easter, then the Sunday following.
Each is a cantata in its own right. In some ways their concatenation (as here) into this unified
work is speculative. But it makes perfect musical sense. And has been conceived and
successfully performed as a unity by Willens: after all to consider the biblical narrative is to see
such a progression.

  

The first and third cantatas contain three arias, the second two and the much shorter (at under
seven minutes only) fourth just one. An ensemble chorus opens and closes each cantata too.
There are otherwise recitatives and accompagnati to give each cantata depth. In their different
ways each is full of character and color. With a work from a corner of the repertoire that could
perhaps be considered "minor", certainly not mainstream, a perfunctory flattening of the
character of these components was a very real danger. Not in Willens' conception; nor in the
execution of his forces here. There is a pep and energy which one might not expect from a
composer for whom comparisons with Bach (and Handel) are always likely. Indeed "Jesus ist
erstanden" [tr.15] could have been treated as a lesser "Jesu, meine Freude". But it wasn't.
Willens allows it to express the joy of the Resurrection without needing props or re-enforcement
of any kind.
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The soloists (especially Kobow's tenor and Saskova's contralto) are clearly at home in the work
and its sonorous world. Their articulation is clear and clean without ever being fussy. Their
delivery is "forward" without straying into ostentation. The Kölner Akademie (two dozen
instrumentalists and four other singers) is of relatively recent formation; there appears to be only
on other CD by them currently on the books. Although they perform works from the seventeenth
to the twenty-first centuries, they employ period instruments when the work calls for it. In this
case, it has to be said, they make a splendid sound. There is a fortunate blend between focus
(phrases sung and performed with precision and awareness of the Oratorio's overall liturgical
purpose – "Mein Herz singt" [tr.11] is a good example), on the one hand: the pace is discernible
and never lingers. And a delight and gusto, where the music comes alive on more than one
level, on the other. Two results are that the listener is left with a clear memory of the music; and
(hence) a desire to listen again… nothing is mundane or indistinct.

  

The acoustic (that of the Deutschlandfunk Chamber Music Hall) does everything to aid and
project the soloists and ensembles. The recording, in fact, is to the customarily high standards
of cpo. The same goes (by and large: it could have been more carefully proofed… words with
"fi" have spurious splits) for the accompanying booklet, which contains background, biographies
of the performers and full (track) listing and text in German and English. As said, Graun's style
and compositional world are very much of their time. Yet the context of a work like this is
universal; the Passion story is timeless. If it's a period or repertoire that attracts you, you are
unlikely to be disappointed with this recording of the Osteroratorium as representative of the
best of Graun's place in and contribution to it. If Graun is a composer with whom you are as yet
unfamiliar, this is a good place to start. --- Mark Sealey, classical.net
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